PLUG AND PAY: TOWARDS STREAMLINED EV CHARGING AND CUSTOMER DELIGHT
Executive Summary

Since the dawn of the age of automobiles, it has been easy for vehicle drivers and owners to swiftly fill up their fuel tanks. This is largely due to the overall process simplicity and uniformity established by the auto fuel industry. With the rising acceptance of electric vehicles (EVs) throughout the world, it is critical that a similar simplicity and uniformity be established and maintained to ensure hassle-free consumer experience for charging EVs.

A vital step in the EV charging experience journey is the charging initiation and payment process. Currently, the customer must first check for compatibility with the payment mechanisms being provided by the charge point operators (CPOs). Next, the customer must authenticate the payment. After this, the customer can plug the vehicle to the charging infrastructure to initiate the charging.

For EV users, plug and pay is the next generation process for charging EVs because it removes redundancies in the payment procedure and makes it seamless. With plug and pay, users can go directly to the CPO, plug the vehicle for charging, and leave when the charging is completed, with the charging cost being directly debited from their account.

The focus of this paper is to share how plug and pay technology can provide a seamless experience to end users and benefit the EV charging industry at large.

The paper:

- Outlines the customer journey during EV charging and the underlying challenges
- Introduces plug and pay and how it can address these challenges
- Demonstrates how plug and pay will benefit stakeholders involved in the EV charging business
- Highlights potential digital transformation opportunities to establish the plug and pay ecosystem
**Introduction**

One of the key reasons for the success of the conventional fuel-powered automotive industry is standardization. A customer can drive to any part of the world and, barring a few differences, the procedure to fill up the vehicle's tank is the same. Wherever the user is, there is almost certainly a gas station nearby, and the method to fill up the tank is straightforward across locations and independent of vehicle manufacturers.

In contrast, the public charging experience for an EV driver is cumbersome. Today, most CPOs follow unique processes with multiple restrictions for EV owners. Without any industrywide standards in place, most drivers face an uphill task in getting their vehicles charged. Compared with conventional automobiles, this poses a significant speed-bump for the EV industry.

As a user, imagine the convenience of parking the EV at the charging terminal and leaving the station after charging without accessing your phone, physical wallet, or any card to make payment?

This experience can be delightful and hassle-free for any user, irrespective of the charging terminal and can be provided using plug and pay technology.

**Causes for Dissatisfaction in the EV Charging Process**

Figure 1 provides a broad-level customer journey map across the entire process from discovery of nearby charging stations to the charging completion state. Though there are issues at each step in the process, the primary areas of focus are highlighted in yellow. The major problems faced by customers at the time of charging and payment at EV charging terminals are:

- Lack of unified payment operations
- Charging point convenience
- Transaction time and efficiency
- Transaction security
- Customer service
- Infancy of the EV charging market

![Figure 1: Current customer journey map from discovery to completion](image-url)
Lack of unified payment operations

According to a survey report published by Newmotion[^1] – a member of the Shell group, it has been established that availability of charging points at workplaces is not common. Only ~29% of the respondents across rural, semi-urban, and urban areas in the UK have charging terminals available at the workplace. Though most EV owners own charging points at home, from the above data, it can be estimated that about 71% of the respondents in the UK still need to find suitable CPOs outside their home or work. Though 35% of the respondents mentioned ease of use as the main determinant for choosing CPOs, 19% have also mentioned the need for smart functionalities such as automated payment and smart charging process initiation. In another survey report published by Britain Thinks from the Govt. of UK, 22% of the respondents (out of 724), who use public charging stations have mentioned that payment methods need to be improved for better customer satisfaction[^2].

As there are multiple independent CPOs, consumers may need to have different memberships and registrations for charging their EVs at these stations. Therefore, a high percentage of the respondents need to search for suitable smart on-road CPOs and this is an impediment due to lack of standardization.

Charging point convenience

According to the same survey report published by Newmotion[^1] – a member of the Shell group, currently EV owners possess 2.5 charge cards on an average. Moreover, 15% of those interviewed also carried 5 or more charge cards. The net outcome was that a whopping 42% of the respondents wanted a single charge card, which in turn indicates a requirement for streamlining the payment and initiation procedure at charging stations. Another survey report published by Consumer Affairs, Canada[^3] indicated that 66% of respondents (out of 1600) carry more than 2 registration cards and over 44% have indicated their preference for a standardized payment facility through interoperability of CPOs. Different charging stations offer different payment options such as RFID, QR code, credit cards, automated payment, and membership cards and the process is complicated and cumbersome. This shows that customers face challenges in finding a charging station with easy payment options.

Transaction time and efficiency

Today, charging an EV is not as hassle-free as topping up the tank of a gasoline-powered automobile. The initiation process itself involves multiple steps – selecting the payment option (RFID, QR code, app-based, membership cards), authenticating the registration with the charging network, validating credentials, connecting the charging point to the socket at the terminal followed by checking the connector compatibility with the terminal. All these must be completed for successful initiation of the charging session.

These initiation steps take time, reduce efficiency, and negatively impact customer satisfaction[^2] [^3] [^5] [^6].

Transaction security

A report by Mathias Dalheimer, a security researcher, published at the Chaos Computer Club Conference[^7], discusses that conventional payment options at public EV charging stations do not maintain security standards such as encryption. For example, CPOs provide cards to consumers that contain user IDs and personally identifiable information (PII) which are connected to the bank accounts of the users. These ID numbers can be easily transmitted as they are unencrypted. This information is at risk of being hacked and users have no guarantee that the charging station will not be compromised. It is critical that a much more secured encryption-decryption based transaction facility supported by ISO 15118 is adopted by EV plug-and-pay service providers.

Customer service

With multiple stakeholders involved, there is a high risk of customer service being impacted as end users often find it difficult to contact the right stakeholder to express grievances.

It is imperative to set up end-to-end processes and train operators to deliver quality experience with faster customer issue resolution. Customer interaction with EV operators is higher compared to staff at standard internal combustion (IC) car fuel stations. However, if the issue is resolved, the customer satisfaction scores (CSAT) statistics are better[^9].

Infancy of the EV charging market

The EV charging market is still taking baby steps with no major players emerging in the CPO segment. Quality is linked to brand awareness and customers expect the EV charging experience to be similar to traditional fuel stations. The gasoline sector has worked hard on customer experience and quality, that has led to the creation of some of the world’s most trusted brands such British Petroleum, Shell, and Chevron[^8].

Considering different target markets such as single families, multi-family housing units, fleets, employers, dealerships, and public access, a customized product range will be critical for quality brand building in the EV charging market.

Plug and pay can reduce some of the pain points and improve customer satisfaction through its innovative technology and ecosystem development.
Plug-and-pay Technology Demystified

Plug and pay makes initiation of charging sessions and the payment process seamless. When an EV owner connects the charging socket to the terminal of the CPO, the EV starts charging immediately with no step in between, similar to refilling a traditional fuel vehicle. The process flow behind this outcome is not too complicated either.

![Diagram](Image)

Figure 2: Plug-and-pay technology overview with value proposition

**Figure 2 demonstrates the steps involved in the plug-and-pay methodology.**

1. The EV manufacturer installs an authentication certificate within the EV charging socket, signed by a public key infrastructure. The certificate that controls the vehicle's communication should be compliant with ISO 15118 standards.

2. The CPO infrastructure should be connected at the backend through communication controllers based on digital certificates. The CPO infrastructure should be able to communicate with the EV's communication control using the authentication certificate.

3. At the time of purchasing the EV, the owner needs to register with the manufacturer's network which in turn is connected with the CPO network or vice versa. At this step, the owner must share payment account and other personal identification information with the CPO. The details will be replicated in the CPO network.

4. Once the EV is connected at the network charging terminal, communication is established, the EV is authenticated, and through encryption-decryption and data transfer, the charging session starts automatically.
Impact of Plug and Pay on the EV Stakeholder Market

The global EV charging station market size is expected to grow from US $17.59 billion in 2021 to US $111.90 billion by 2028 at a CAGR of 30.26% from 2021 to 2028. The cost of installing an EV charging station varies from US $1000 to US $10000 per station installed. According to bp, charging EVs can be more profitable than selling gas.

As the market size grows, several key stakeholders will play a major role in shaping the industry over time. These include:

- EV owners
- EV charge point operators
- Payment facilitators and car manufacturers
- Regulatory bodies
- Transmission and distribution (T&D) utilities

**Figure 3: Plug and pay ecosystem: Ease of implementation vs. impact on various stakeholders**

**EV owners**

EV owners are the key stakeholders as the primary purpose of the plug-and-pay technology is to enhance their ease of use and overall satisfaction. Plug and pay will remove redundant steps and elevate the customer experience by providing a seamless process flow. EV owners will not have to face any hassles during plug-and-pay implementation.

**EV charge point operators (CPOs)**

To implement plug and pay, CPOs need to implement handshakes with EV charging devices to facilitate automated payment options. CPOs offering plug and pay will create stickiness and loyalty among EV users. However, CPOs will also be the first point to redress customer issues during charging which may result in a negative experience if the customer’s expectations are not met. To mitigate this, CPOs (along with payment aggregators) must drive the development of a multiple stakeholder platform to ensure smooth interactions.

Ease of implementation of plug and pay may seem complicated to CPOs but the implementation will result in major benefits especially in terms of delivering quality customer experience, thus driving higher revenues.
Payment facilitators and car manufacturers

It is critical to securely connect the charging terminal, the EV, and the owner’s account by integrating authentication credentials and certificates using encryption, decryption, and data transfer algorithms. This collaboration and handshake will eventually drive vehicle-as-a-payment-device. Implementation can be a challenge for both payment gateways and car manufacturers, but this will enable car manufacturers with increased customer acquisition and retention. Similarly, for payment gateways, a seamless end-to-end payment mechanism enabled by plug and pay will provide higher revenues in the long run.

Regulatory bodies

Regulatory bodies play an important part in implementing plug and pay. Power distribution and EV charging are heavily regulated in terms of process and licensees need to abide by them. Complexity in terms of amending existing regulations, where needed, and supervisory activities will increase.

T&D utilities

Utilities are the power providers feeding the CPOs. Load volatility and grid synchronization are some of the factors that can impact utilities with the rising demand for EV charging. With proper data analysis-driven load forecast and dispatch, the impact of implementing plug and pay on utilities can be minimized.

Digital Transformation – An Enabler for the Plug-and-pay Ecosystem

In addition to streamlining the charging experience of EV owners, implementing plug and pay can drive the adoption of EVs. To achieve this goal, the charging ecosystem must explore several areas where there are opportunities for digital transformation.

• Process interfacing and integration suite
• EV charging smartphone application
• Data management for CRM
• Digitization in energy management
• Charging station operations management
• Smart fleet management

Process interfacing and integration suite

In the current scenario, all stakeholders in the EV charging ecosystem are working in silos. Plug and pay will ensure that all systems interact with each other, paving the way for a smooth experience for the end customer.

A digital opportunity in this regard is a process interfacing and integration suite which can connect, interface, and integrate different business processes undertaken by stakeholders such as CPOs, payment gateways, and vehicle manufacturers.

Components of the suite such as the enterprise service bus (ESBs) and application programming interfaces (APIs) will interact with the applications involved, provide a data exchange framework for smooth data transfer, and automate process flows to minimize user input.

Stakeholders impacted: Government and regulatory bodies, CPOs, payment gateways, and car manufacturers.

EV charging smartphone application

Another opportunity is providing a real-time information center for EV owners. In the plug-and-pay customer journey, this can be best handled through a smartphone application. The app can provide a whole host of information such as:

• Search facility to locate compatible charging stations
• Invoice calculation details
• Billing and payment history
• Charging status displaying real-time charging statistics
• Real-time customer support

Smartphone apps must be able to provide real time charging and other information while maintaining high levels of data security and reliability.

Stakeholders impacted: CPOs, payment gateways, and EV owners.

Data management for CRM

Plug-and-pay EV charging presents an opportunity for CPOs to access data such as customer segment, vehicle type, usage patterns, and charging time.

Database and analytics solutions must be implemented to process the huge volume of data generated from end customers to drive product customization and additional monetization opportunities as well as optimize billing models such as subscription-based and one-time charging.

Stakeholders impacted: CPOs, power and utilities providers, and regulators.
Digitalization in energy management

As plug-and-pay technology adoption evolves and more players enter the market, there will be growing need to establish a robust smart grid system for improved management of power load volatility and demand. Digitalization through data analytics and adaptive AI on the historic and actual power consumption pattern at the charging terminal across different timeframes such as day, month, quarter, and year would help generate a load forecast. This forecast can aid utilities providers to determine their load balancing and energy auditing, which in turn could establish voltage, frequency, and power factor synchronization with the grid for stability and better load management. Remote terminal units (RTUs) or advanced metering infrastructure (AMIs) connected through head end system (HES) and meter data management (MDM), communicating with the SCADA or network management system can provide data for analytics and forecasting in the smart grid system.

**Stakeholders impacted:** Government/regulatory bodies, EV owners, CPOs, and power utilities providers.

**Charging station operations management**

Plug and pay aims to create a network effect where all the CPOs will operate in a standardized and unified manner. Currently, operations at CPOs vary widely across managing station equipment, procurement, energy billing, and payment procedures. This module of plug and pay will enable unmanned automated charging stations. It can support enterprise work and asset management (EWAM) for the charging station. Sensors and transducers (RTUs, AMIs) can communicate data which can be processed for real-time analysis of equipment at the station to enable preventive, predictive, conditional, and proactive maintenance. This can improve the efficiency of the system along with the mean time to repair (MTTR) of the equipment. Work order creation, labor, and material scheduling can be automated with real-time inventory management and improvement of procurement and supply chain processes. Payment at the charging terminal can be automated using plug-and-pay functionality that can streamline the initiation process. EV drivers can automatically plug in and start charging their EVs. Once charging is complete, real-time billing against the charge can be processed and the amount is deducted automatically from the owner's account.

**Stakeholders impacted:** Government/regulatory bodies, CPOs, and payment gateways.

**Smart fleet management**

Time of day (peak or off-peak hours), vehicle category, charging station capacity, and estimated load demand can aid data analysis and algorithms for real-time scheduling and prioritizing of vehicles in the queue. To streamline the EV charging ecosystem through plug and pay, flexibility and interoperability can be achieved in the network using which vehicles can be moved to nearby charging stations within the network to make a fast-moving queue and improve efficiency. Smart applications can help estimate the time required for different options such as staying in the queue or moving to another CPO, pre-book charging slots, and manage queue movement in real time.

**Stakeholders impacted:** Government/regulatory bodies, CPOs, payment gateways, and EV owners.
Conclusion

Plug and pay is the future of the EV charging ecosystem and will enable EV owners to have a hassle-free experience each time they charge their vehicles using public infrastructure. Plug and pay will minimize the challenges that EV owners currently face and make EV charging as simple as charging any other electronic device anywhere and anytime.

The current system of EV charging is not as smooth and streamlined as the experience of filling up the tank of a conventional car. For CPOs to increase customer acquisition, retention, and stickiness, plug and pay is one of the ways forward.

Plug and pay can evolve the EV charging journey by eliminating redundant steps such as initiate, pay, and complete. Currently, the EV charging space is not mature enough to profit from the benefits of standardization. There are several small and disconnected EV charging players. The EV charging space must be viewed holistically and all vendors must collaborate and network to scale up and create an ecosystem where plug and pay will play a critical role. This will create a seamless customer experience for EV owners, help create stickiness for CPOs, and promote greater adoption of electric vehicles.
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